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ABSTRACT 
 
 

The Psychoanalysis on The Main Character’s Fantasy through His Development of 
Personality in Thomas Hardy’s The Well-Beloved. Fitriyana Ika Yulianti. 000110101050, 
64 pages 

 
Literature is like a gate that relates the imagination of the author’s mind, the reality of 

life faced by the character and understood by the readers who read it. Literature can be 
expressed in the form of novel, poetry and drama. Novel is the literary form that deals with 
human feeling, thought, action or motivation that tells the readers about human experience. 

Psychoanalysis is a study of human mind and it is firstly coined by Sigmund Freud at 
1896. According to him, Psychoanalysis is based on the development of personality. 
Furthermore, the development of personality is constructed by the growth of three 
elements of human mind; id, ego and superego. Freud has stated that those elements are 
work together and completed one to another.  

The Well-Beloved, tells about a young man namely Jocelyn Pierston. He has a fantasy 
that is influenced by his sense of art as the sculptor. The fantasy is too complicated to be 
explained in detail, because it is something that unordinary happens to every man. Jocelyn 
Pierston finds that he loves a spirit, a ghost, or a sylph. He cannot determine the real 
shape of his beloved. Sometimes, he finds “her” as a tall-brunette girl, blonde, small, red 
hair, and many other women’s performances.  

Jocelyn Pierston’s fantasy toward every embodiments of his well-beloved becomes the 
problem to discuss. It is necessary to observe the influences of Jocelyn’s development of 
personality toward his fantasy. Psychoanalysis of Jocelyn Pierston’s fantasy through his 
development of personality can use the analysis of his id, ego and superego, when he was 
twenty, forty, and sixty years old Furthermore, Jocelyn’s fantasy is limited toward Avice 
Caro, Ann Avice Caro, Avice the Third, and Marcia Bencombs. It aims to limit the study 
of Jocelyn Pierston’s fantasy and becomes The Scope of Study. 

Meanwhile, The Goal of Study is to observe the fantasy in Jocelyn Pierston’s mind 
according to his development of personality. It is unique because of the fantasy happens 
changeable every time and never stop to inhabit into every women he meets. Moreover, 
The Approach to use is psychological approach that is appropriately used to analyze 
Jocelyn’s fantasy.  

The Method of Analysis is inductive method that focuses on the Jocelyn’s development of 
personality as the causes of his fantasy toward every woman as the embodiments of his well-
beloved. The Organization of this Thesis is divided into five chapters starting with the first 
chapter is about the introduction of the thesis, followed by the biography of the Thomas Hardy 
and his works on chapter two. Next, the meaning of the terms will be explained in chapter three. 
Chapter four analyzes ‘The Psychoanalysis on the Jocelyn Pierston’s fantasy through his 
personality development in Thomas Hardy’s The Well-Beloved” as the title. Finally this thesis 
will be ended by the chapter five as the conclusion of all the discussion of the novel, The Well-
Beloved. 
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